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WORK ITEM Description/Comments 

*Note, the following Roster and Discipline items 
are listed to make you aware of development 
progress, but they are not yet in use in your SIS. 
 
Discipline: Created new rule 6665 

We implemented validation 6665: Invalid 
Discipline Date for expulsion. The error will throw 
if the discipline date is prior to TFS. 

Discipline: Created new rule 6678 We implemented a new validation 6678: Invalid 
Discipline and Behavior Combination 

Discipline: Bug Fix--Validation 6661 is throwing 
correctly now 

Rule 6661 was throwing for only one student tied 

to a multiple-student incident, but it’s fixed now. 

Discipline: Bug Fix--Validation 6662 is throwing 
correctly now 

Rule 6662 was throwing for only one student 
when multiple students were tied to the same 
incident (one outside the enrollment), but it’s 
working appropriately now. 

WDP: Modified rule 6666 to work for the 
appropriate school type at the appropriate time 

Validation 6666 compares two years of data, so 
the rule was modified to only throw for Choice 
schools in 2016-17 but not public schools until 
they get the two years of data in the 2018 school 
year. 

WDP: Bug Fix--Rule 6659 is throwing 
appropriately now. 

We corrected a bug, so validation 6659 will 
prevent Choice schools from being submitted as 
FAPE-responsible schools. 

WDP: WISEid/WISEdata comparison rules turned 
to warnings 

We modified rules 6393, 6394, 6395, 6396 that 
previously threw errors when WISEid values 
didn’t match WISEdata values, but these are now 
only warnings. 

Discipline: Rule 6664 is throwing correctly now. Validation rule 6664: Invalid Discipline Date for 
suspension or IAES discipline wasn’t throwing for 
the proper time frame, but it’s fixed now.  

Roster: Automatic validations for Roster are now 
running daily. 

Roster validations were only running weekly 
previously, but we’ve updated the run job to daily 
now. 

WDP: Student Detail Screen has enhancements 
and is accessible at any point. 

You can now view Student Details through a 
search rather than needing a validation message, 



and it has enhancements to view more info, 
including Discipline info. 

 


